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Trust platform provides security
from concept to deployment
Nicolas Demoulin, Microchip Technology
Security is now a key requirement for embedded systems. The desire to
connect devices to the internet to make it easier to control them and pull live
data from their sensors brings with it a high risk of hacking. The hacking
activity does not put at risk just individual devices but entire networks.
The direction is clear: vendors cannot go to market without an IoT product secure by design. The issue for device manufacturers as they look to
harness the power of the IoT for their systems is the complexity of implementing effective and relevant security mechanisms. It is easy to see the
fundamental need for authentication and encryption in these systems. But
implementation has been much harder to achieve.
There are multiple components, both software and hardware, that are
needed to create a secure foundation for an embedded system. A weakness in any one of them can easily lead to the hardware being compromised
and loaded with malware that is used to attack an operators network or to
leak sensitive data to cybercriminals. At the same time, many design teams
are confronting for the first time the development difficulties presented by
security concerns.
One of the core requirements for effective security is that each deployed
device should have its own unique identity. A common flaw exploited by
hackers is to have devices provide a common password or login for use by
service and maintenance engineers. The details of this login are often easy
to guess and even if they are not they are usually easily obtained by a
hacker. With this login, it is possible to gain access to not just one device but
the entire fleet. Cybercriminals were able to create botnets  armies of identical computers used in denial-of-service attacks  through the use of simple
automated scripts. The scripts identified and logged into each device of a
certain type that had an internet connection.
With a unique identity, it is possible to give each system its own security
credentials and greatly reduce the chance of giving hackers an easy way to
construct botnets. Only if an authorized user has the right credentials for a
particular device should they be allowed access. However, this increased
level of protection has ramifications for the design, development and service
management processes.
Implementing effective security in a way that facilitates rather than impedes development involves careful choices. The first choice is over the
hardware foundations employed to protect the integrity of the target device. This foundation ensures that it is impossible not just to access the
core firmware of the device without authorization but to ensure its functions cannot be subverted and the device used to attack the network. For
example, if a hacker has obtained access credentials for one device, it
must be impossible to convert another to accept those same credentials in
order to form, for example, a botnet. As a result, identity and integrity are
intimately tied.
The public-key infrastructure (PKI) provides a means for establishing and
proving a unique trusted identity not only within the device itself but across a
network. PKI relies on the concept of asymmetric cryptography, a technique
that links two numeric keys together mathematically. One is a public key,
which is typically used to verify messages. As its name suggests, this key
can be distributed widely without compromising security. And it provides an
easy way for anyone to send secure messages to a device, just as long as
they know which public key to use. The device itself needs the private key
which allows to sign messages sent to it which will be verified by the corresponding public key.

From the basic PKI operations, it is possible to construct more structured
authentication models, such as digital certificates that demonstrate the identity of a device. To create a digital certificate, a device signs a message or
challenge creating a signature using the private key. The corresponding
public key is used by the recipient to determine the validity of the signature.
The private key clearly needs strong protection. It is not enough to just
program a key into non-volatile memory on a device before it is deployed as
its easily accessible. The private key should never be disclosed. If there is a
disclosure, it is possible for hackers to build their own clone devices. These
are then able to impersonate and spoof the authentic device and so compromise the security of networked applications which depend on the data sent
by the device.
A problem for a conventional microcontroller-based design is that any
cryptographic software running on the processor core needs access to the
private key in order to perform the necessary calculations assuming the key
is in the controller. The core hardware requirement therefore is a secure
element used to fold those cryptographic operations into a standalone piece
of protected hardware together with secure storage for the private keys. As
the key and cryptographic functions stored together inside the same physical secure boundary, there is no need to send sensitive data over the systems internal bus.

Figure 1. A secure element is a vault that protects secrets, it is a
companion device to the microcontroller

Instead, when the system needs to communicate securely or prove its
identity, it calls upon the secure element to respond to a random challenge.
The response to this challenge is a code derived arithmetically from the
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random part of the challenge and the relevant private key stored inside the
secure element. In other words, the random challenge is signed by the private key. In this way, the secure element can demonstrate that it holds the
appropriate secret but does not need to disclose the sensitive private key
itself.
The secure element can also protect the device from counterfeit code
that an attacker might attempt to run and use to try to compromise the system. The protection mechanism that is needed to prevent this is a code
verification, sometimes known as a secured boot or a runtime code verification. In this case, the challenge sent to the secure element is a signature
obtained from the signed boot image stored on the device. Any updates to
the code have to be signed by the OEM using its private key. Through secured boot and runtime verification procedures, the system can support overthe-air updates provided by the manufacturer without the risk of running
updates provided by a third party using a man-in-the-middle attack or a
similar approach.
This key used to verify the code signature is a sensitive credential that
will and so should live in a protected and immutable memory zone. If the key
can be altered, the system would simply not work. If the key pair can be
altered then the code can similarly be tampered with.
An example of effective protection can be found in the Microchip Technology ATECC608A. This is a secure element that can be used with in any
microcontroller-based system thanks to its use of a standard I²C or Singlewire communication link. The device combines a non-volatile memory with
several crypto-accelerators designed to support algorithms based on elliptic-curve algorithms, for example, in a secure silicon. The device never reveals private keys through the communication link and includes a number of
anti-tampering hardware features that make it practically not feasible to discover its contents.
Although a secure element coupled to a microcontroller provides an effective foundation for building connected embedded devices that can guarantee high security, this combination is only part of the overall solution. There
are many use-cases that involve constructing complex protocols in embedded software out of the core functions a secure element provides. For example, in addition to secure boot, an IoT device will need to be able to communicate with remote hosts using encrypted protocols such as TLS and
generate certificates on demand that show that the device has not been
compromised when it wants to connect to a new service. When the manufacturer or service operator wants to send a code update, that firmwares
signature will need to be verified before the flash memory is updated and the
system rebooted.
A further requirement may be the ability to detect system accessories or
consumable cartridges and determine whether they are authentic. This function can be performed using protocols that are similar to those used to build
the code verification example, but with some key differences. For example,
each peripheral may have its own secure element that is used to check that
the host system into which it is plugged is itself authentic.
Although the principles behind each of the protocols that implements
these functions are reasonably straightforward, implementation can be difficult because the ability to debug problems is constrained by the need for the
system to obey the secure protocols.
A common assumption during development is that pressing the reset
button or flushing the contents of memory will let engineers gain access to
an unresponsive device. Debug modes generally give the developer privileged access to the system. But when the higher levels of security required for systems that will be connected to the internet are introduced,
some of these assumptions no longer apply. Failure to implement software in the right way can lead to the prototype device becoming unreachable. The most troublesome parts of secure-system development lie in the
debugging of the core protocols. For example, it is easy to introduce bugs
into the code used to process passcodes or security certificate that cause
the device to be unable to respond to valid requests. If it were possible to
reset the device to gain access, the facility would provide hackers with an
easily exploitable backdoor into the system. As a result, security-focused
4
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development introduces hurdles into the development process. They are
difficult to deal with if the team does not have experience of the techniques that are required.

Figure 2. The development flow with Microchip’s Trust Platform

However, one advantage of systems built on a PKI infrastructure is that
applications can be built on top of core protocols and use-cases, such as
the verification of signed executables and certificate creation, that can be
reused across many projects. Such insight helped lead to the creation of
Microchips Trust Platform. This platform provides a suite of configurations, source code, hardware and software tools designed to make it easy
for customers to implement a wide variety of use-cases in a workflow that
guides the user from concept to implementation based on hardware that
includes a secure element such as the ATECC608A.
The Trust Platform divides into three main offerings. The simplest is
Trust&GO, which provides a fixed set of functions, such as giving a device
access to cloud services hosted on AWS, Google Cloud, Microsoft Azure or
a private cloud. Another configuration supported by Trust&GO is a complete
secure authentication solution for devices that need to connect to a
LoRaWAN wireless network.
TrustFLEX provides an additional level of customization with support
for a wide range of operations from secure boot to certificate generation.
The third option, TrustCUSTOM, provides customers with the ability to
tune the creation and integration of secure elements into their desired
security model.

Figure 3. The ordering/delivery flow of Microchip’s Trust Platform

An important element of the Trust Platform that eases access to security compared to other offerings is the way in which the secure key provisioning service can be deployed on low-volume applications. With competing secure-element supply chains, the minimum order quantity can be
100 000 because of the overhead involved in setting up the initial certificates and keys that need to be programmed into the hardware in the suppliers secure manufacturing production line. With Trust&GO, customers
can buy secure elements starting 10 units per order and have all the support of the Trust Platform infrastructure, including provisioning. For TrustFLEX, the minimum order quantity is as low as 2000 units also including
provisioning, but still provides the user with the greater level of control
over certificates, keys and applications that might be expected from customized secure supply-chain solutions.
Under the Microchip Trust Platform, customers have access to highly
customizable security mechanisms with much lower development and deployment risk than existing solutions. The combination of tools, source code
and supply infrastructure provide a path for embedded systems developers
to gain access to a complete securely provisioned system that works from
concept to deployment, reducing the development process from months to
days.
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PAID ARTICLE

Comet Electronics –
Contract Manufacturing
Services
As a specialist in electronics Comet Electronics provides services from
electronics design to contract manufacturing. Full range service portfolio
covers product development, proto manufacturing, production series and
product maintenance. We can act as your partners outsourced department of electronics.

Prototype services
The prototyping is an important supporting phase of a larger development project and unexpected delays in proto assemblies may increase
dramatically the overall project cost. Prototype manufacturing and working as a partner to design engineers is our core competence. We try to
achieve a long-term partnership with our clients for to achieve good and
open communication. In proto assemblies we emphasize speed and flexibility for to support product development projects.

Contract manufacturing
Our technical knowhow creates strong basis on manufacturing services in the field of electronics. Managing the logistics is in an especially
important role in contract manufacturing. Our technical capabilities include machine placed SMT down to 0201 and BGA components, finepitch parts and leadless parts, as far as THT components. Our production capacity adapts to small and middle-sized series.

Electronics design services
Comet Electronics offer development service from your idea to complete product, according to the customers needs. Our design department works in close cooperation with our manufacturing services and
the products we design have optimized manufacturability.

Together with our customers we will find the most cost-effective manufacturing service package, where customers individual needs are taken into
account.From the prototype to medium-sized series production, we meet
your individual needs quickly and reliably. Whether for printed circuit board
assembly or soldering processes, our facilities are equipped with adequate
technology and guarantee high quality at a reasonable price. Due to our
flexible manufacturing organization we are able to quickly react on product
modifications in design and quantity with optimal results.

From performance specifications to mass production, from the first
circuit design to prototype  our development department takes care of
all aspects of electronic development. With expertise and a wide range
of experience we accompany you until your product is ready for production.
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Equipment and services for
electronics production in Bulgaria
Digitalization, Internet of things and automation technologies are to be among the driving factors of Industry 4.0, economists anticipate. Other
recent tendencies in industry such as green technologies, smart technologies for energy consumption and e-mobility, pave the path to both
traditional and newly emerging entrepreneurships. This interesting global stage setting is a
chance for a fresh impetus to the sector of electronics in Bulgaria as well. Equipment, services
and electronics manufacturing has a long history
in Bulgaria and the most insightful experts already predict its significant contribution to development of Bulgarian economy in the long term.
In recent years electronics has become the
biggest export sector in Bulgaria. In 2017 the export of electronics and electric equipment totalled
BGN 5,6 billion. The steady growth in the industry over the years has historical grounds as the
creation of vast expert community has started in
70s and 80s when a large number of people received higher engineering qualifications and
started gaining key competences in the manufacturing plants at that time. Today the intellectual capacity in the sector is still the main factor
that attracts investors from all over the world.
Meanwhile, a number of local entrepreneurial initiatives has been launched and has proved to
be successful not only in fabrication but also in
the supply of equipment and services for electronic production.

Historical and process-specific factors to the electronics
sector
Semiconductor manufacturing is an industry
with long history in Bulgaria. "ELKA 42"  the
worlds first calculator with MOS integrated circuits was created in Bulgaria. Elkas success
passed beyond the expectations and its name
became a synonym for calculators.
Digital revolution would have been impossible without the invention of MOS integrated circuits. Without MOS integrated circuits, modern
processors, computers, smartphones and all
kinds of smart gadgets would not exist. The technology based on metal oxide semiconductors
(MOS) and the miniaturization of the electronic
circuit has proven to be a game-changer for all
industries and for the development of world economy, as the technology later became the standard. The importance of integrated circuits has
risen with the increase of the variety of their application.
Manufacture of electronics includes a suite of
8
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complex processes where depending on the
technique different types of equipment and services are utilized. Manufacturing of PCB for example starts with the fabrication data generated
by computer aided design, and component information. The fabrication data is read into the CAM
(Computer Aided Manufacturing) software.
These services are offered by a number of companies in Bulgaria, which either provide their own
solutions or those of their partners.
The processes that follow include covering
the copper foil PCB layers with protective mask
so that the copper pattern replicates the pattern
in the CAM system. Subsequent etching removes the unwanted copper unprotected by the
mask. Some fabrication methods utilize an alternative process involving ink-jetting of conductive
ink on a blank (non-conductive) board. Inkjet
printing, being an additive process, means less
process steps compared to traditional solder
mask coating or Laser Direct Imaging (LDI). Photo and development processes are eliminated as
is the need for full surface flooding. This speeds
up production while reducing waste, material and
energy consumption.
Photoengraving uses a photomask and developer to selectively remove a UV-sensitive
photoresist coating and thus create a photoresist
mask that will protect the copper below it. Direct
imaging techniques are sometimes used for
high-resolution requirements. PCB milling uses
a two or three-axis mechanical milling system to
mill away the copper foil from the substrate. A
PCB milling machine operates in a similar way to
a plotter, receiving commands from the host software that control the position of the milling head
in the x, y, and (if relevant) z axis.

Laser etching is a manufacturing process
where the copper may be removed directly by a
CNC laser. Like PCB milling, this is used mainly for prototyping. Plasma etching machines are
used for the removal of material from surfaces
via plasma processes. It is also described as
dry etching because conventional etching processes are carried out with wet chemical methods using aggressive acids. The plasmas of the
process gases change the aggregate state of
the material to be etched from solid to gaseous,
and a vacuum pump extracts the gaseous products. Masks can be used to etch partial areas
or structures only. Plasma etching is carried out
in low-pressure plasma because longer treatment duration is necessary to achieve noticeable etching effects, and because most etching
gases can only be used in low-pressure plasma.
Surface-mount technology (SMT) is a method, in which the electronic components are
mounted directly onto the surface of a printed
circuit board (PCB). An electronic component
mounted in this manner is referred to as a surface-mount device (SMD).
Flip chip, also known as controlled collapse
chip connection is a method for interconnecting
dies such as semiconductor devices, IC chips,
integrated passive devices and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), to external circuitry
with solder bumps that have been deposited onto
the chip pads.
Large variety of electronics fabrication equipment and services are offered on the market by
companies based in Bulgaria. The article further
presents statistic data representing the current
situation in the sector.
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Current production and market statistics
Growing share of renewable energy production, smart grid integration and e-mobility in future will also stimulate higher demands in electronic components urging the rapid development
of the sector. According to analysts there are
over 400 enterprises in the industry in Bulgaria,
the majority of them owned by foreign investors,
but many local companies flourishing as well.
Over 40 000 people are working in the sector.
Companies are predominantly located in Sofia
but there are still many large organizations
spread across the country.
According to data by National Statistical Institute in 2020 the quantity of integrated circuits produced amounts to 9 703 540 pcs, and production sold totals BGN 101 304 thousand excluding VAT. Cards containing electronic integrated
circuits (smart cards) produced were 4 003 380
pcs and the quantitiy of sales was 4 079 130 pcs,
which in value totals BGN 2618 thousand. The
production of printed circuit boards containing
conductive elements equalled 3 532 101 pcs.
Mounted printed circuit boards produced in 2020
were 45 537 944 pcs; total quantity sold
59 664 070 pcs; sales were estimated at BGN
88 051 thousand. The quantity of laptops and
tablets produced was 45 649 pcs; total quantity
sold 45 649 pcs for the amount of BGN 30 785
thousand. Desktop computers produced were
3721 pcs; total quantity sold  3722 pcs. Sales
were for BGN 3049 thousand.

Enhanced solutions and services offered on Bulgarian
market
Some of the Bulgarian distributors of cuttingedge industrial instruments and equipment provide novel solutions for ground-breaking automation based on collaborative robots, complete automatization for processes substituting manuallabour tasks associated with the ICT industry.
A number of companies offer complete suite
10
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of services for design and fabrication of PCBs
including execution of personalised projects by
clients. Professional CAD designs of printed
boards can be easily created with specialised
CAD software. The PCB file contains the topology of the printed circuit board, and all the necessary information for production, as well as bill of
materials. These services are suitable for prototyping. Stencils fabrication processes include
laminating, exposure, developing of photoresist,
acid etching, stripping of photoresist. Finishing
involves covering circuit elements with tin-lead
coating. In surface finishing infra-red dipping is
applied to track and pads coated with Sn/Pb. Hot
air leveling (HAL)  soldermask areas are covered with Sn/Pb  0,0005~0,035 mm.
Electronic components require advanced and
high-precision manufacturing processes with potential for repeatability. With this respect laser systems are largely used in electronics manufacturing. Innovative laser technologies and advanced
resources for electronic parts and components are
present on the market. Variety of laser system
configurations are available to serve extensive applications in laser welding, laser marking and laser
cutting. Modern laser solutions reduce cycle times,
produce precision parts and achieve increased
productivity while lowering cost per unit. Manufacturers offer specially designed equipment in terms
of appropriate laser source in order to make them
versatile, robust, and easy to use.
UV lasers use cold cutting technology, which
makes it easy to control the thermal charring of
the edge. A UV laser is a better option if reducing
char is more vital than speed. The advantages of
UV laser cutting include high accuracy and very
clean cuts, low HAZ, narrow kerf width, accurate
cuts of copper leads. However, the technology
takes longer cut times and is more expensive
compared to other laser methods.
When utilizing a UV laser to get clean cuts,
several repetitions of laser scanning are utilized
to singulate the PCBs. To control the cut speed,
software controls are utilized.

A CO2 laser is a preferable option if cycle time
is important. CO2 lasers are more commonly
used to create perforated cuts. Making use of
the perforation technique helps reduce char as
well as allows for easier load and unload of panels and boards from the cutting machine. The
amount of charring and cycle time increases as
material thickness increases. If V-grooves can
be used to manufacture panels at cut locations,
laser cuts can be faster and cleaner.
Some manufacturers focus on meeting the demands of middle and small volume production
sites. Examples include local based companies
offering manual stencil printers designed for such
fabrications, which at the same time are capable
of precise printing of fine-pitch components down
to 0,4 mm / 16 mill pitch, where the linear bushing
guidance ensures vertical separation of the template from the PCB without blurring. Printers have
adjustable print pressure of the squeegees and
angle adjustment possibility to ensure precise
printing. Insightful manufacturers and distributors
insist on offering equipment with features ensuring reliability, ease of use and maintenance. Flexibility and fast changeover are also characteristics
largely sought after in the stencil-printer market as
these features make them suitable for small series of PCBs, for designer teams or handling of
more than one pick-and-place machines.
Large distributing companies offer completely
autonomous stencil-printing systems for serial
fabrication. Those printing specialists represent
the future of PCB fabrication. Some models run
completely autonomously for up to eight hours.
These systems have numerous smart features.
The printers enable a product change in less than
two minutes, the NPI is done in less than ten minutes without Gerber data (Gerber format, an open
ASCII vector format for (PCB) designs that is the
standard used by PCB industry software to describe the printed circuit board images: copper layers, solder mask, legend, drill data, etc). Different
print formats can be processed while maintaining
the same cycle times. Such printing systems provide highest precision and flexibility and are characterized with dynamic scalability. It is possible to
integrate any options and features in order to
adapt the systems as per individual needs of the
client. Printers are scalable and can be retrofitted
on-field at any time. This allows adaptability and
flexibility as well as easy short-term changes.
An important step in the assembly process is
placing the components on the board and for surface mount devices (SMD) this is done with an
automated pick-and-place machine. Using automated pick-and-place machines is much faster
and more accurate than manual placement of the
surface mount components. Such machines
have automated registration and super fast component placement with built-in checks that use a
variety of cameras.
Engineers continue their work on extending the
autonomy of systems in order for the machines to
be able to carry out job changes almost indepen-

dently without requiring significant manpower and
time as this is an essential step towards building
an autonomous, smart factory. Autonomous stencil printing systems reduce training effort, increase
effective use of personnel and smooth production
processes as well as avoid errors. Due to reduced
setup times usability and traceability increase.
Stencil and screen printers allow application of solder paste to printed circuit boards precisely and
with repeatable accuracy.
Bulgarian companies offer some of the stateof-the-art precision soldering robotic systems incorporating innovative design concepts and precision components to ensure highest accuracy. The
combination of high precision hardware and intelligent software ensures precision soldering and
low operator training costs. System equipment
varies depending on the model to suit different applications. Solutions include dual-arm, six-axis soldering robots as well as 8-axis soldering/dispensing platforms, full vision mapping and fiducial
marks. Robots may be equipped with intelligent
compensation for PCBA variance, image recognition and integrated mapping systems, laser height
measurement functionalities, Curie heat technology for precise temperature control.
Both types of precision positioning systems are
available  robots with typical Cartesian mechanical structure and soldering robots equipped with
full vision (camera resolution 0,015 mm) to verify

the procedure being undertaken. The latter solution does not simply follow a pre-determined program but the soldering robot has an observation
mode, a verification mode and decision-making
capabilities. This capability of collecting and utilizing data for production processing is one of the
most important factors necessary to meet the requirements of Industry 4.0 standards.
Through the use of servomotors and precision ballscrews, modern soldering robotic systems are capable of accurately meeting the requirements of high speed operation, repeatability and durability. Application programming is
made simple by using full image-merging and
mapping techniques. Dynamic laser height measurement/adaptive control, ensures precision
soldering repeatability. A full vision mapping and
matching system, provides for intelligent decision-making during procedural operations.
Electronics sector in Bulgaria in recent years
has demonstrated huge market potential involving
some of the most advanced automation manufacturing processes. Innovative techniques are introduced in film coating as well. Highly sophisticated
atomic layer deposition (ALD) is an advanced thin
film coating method, which is used to fabricate ultra-thin, highly uniform and conformal material layers for several applications. ALD uses sequential,
self-limiting and surface-controlled gas phase
chemical reactions to achieve control of film

growth in the nanometer/sub-nanometer thickness
regime. Due to the film formation mechanism the
gases wont react until in touch with the surface,
which means the film growth proceeds by consecutive atomic layers "up" from the surface  the ALD
film is dense, crack-, defect- and pinhole-free and
its thickness along with structural and chemical
characteristics can be precisely controlled on
atomic scale. The ALD process is digitally repeatable and it can be performed at relatively low temperatures. This gives the possibility to construct
not only single material layers but also doped,
mixed, or graded layers and nanolaminates. Low
process temperature on the other hand allows
coating of sensitive materials such as plastics and
polymers. In addition to IC component manufacturing, other large scale industrial applications for
ALD can be found in sensor, LED and MEMS
manufacturing.
However, soldering issues can often be
traced to cheap solder paste printing. Any mistakes in solder paste printing may lead to unreliable assembly. In such cases solder paste inspection systems (SPI) are implemented, which
check if the paste is appropriately printed onto
the board. The SPI machine uses cameras to
capture 3D images and evaluate the solder paste
through solder volume, alignment, and height. It
can also identify unsuitable sizes and imperfections so manufacturers can correct them.

PAID ARTICLE

Sibel – high quality
materials
for production of PCB
Sibel, a company specialized in materials and machines for the electrotechnical industry and electronics, offers a variety of materials, composite CDM ESD
materials for solder frames and pallets for wave soldering, protective systems for
PCBAs as well as all alloy types for soldering.

CDM ESD composite materials for solder frames and
pallets for wave soldering

Sibel offers CDM materials with high temperature resistance, good fabrication
qualities, chemical resistance, electrostatic dissipative properties and properties
allowing sensor detection.
Exceptional dimensional stability and flatness, precise thickness tolerances and
excellent machining qualities contribute to solutions that meet performance needs.

Conformal coatings and potting resins

Conformal coatings play a key role in the improvement of electronic component reliability. Sibel provides a range of thin coatings for the overall protection of
assembled PCBs:
Large range of air-drying varnishes for outstanding moisture resistance, compliant with various selective coating processes, including materials with UV tracers.
Potting resins  polyurethane, epoxy, polybutadiene or silicon based for encapsulation and mechanical protection of electronic devices.

PCB Masking Tapes

Sibel also offers a large range of adhesive tapes:
Masking tapes for hot air leveling (HAL) processes guarantee a finished PCB
without tin overflow.
Polyester-based tapes prevent plating over areas of the PCB where it is not
required in the electroplating process.
The polyimide series ensures high temperature resistance in the soldering bath
for wave soldering processes.
south-east european
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PAID ARTICLE

nvSRAM – the non-volatile SRAM
memory in the Endrich program
Zoltan Kiss, Endrich Bauelemente Vertriebs GmbH
Memories are essential elements of todays consumer electronics devices. These could be
volatile versions (SRAM, DRAM), that are losing contents when switched off, and non volatile
versions, that could retain data when power loss (EEPROM, FLASH). Combination of the two
technologies can provide the advantage of fast memory solution with non-volatility. One of the
possible choice is the nvSRAM technology, that we will introduce in this article based on the
solutions provided by ANVO-Systems

General features
The non-volatile SRAMs from Anvo-Systems combine two technologies, CMOS-SRAM and
SONOS (Silicon-Oxide-Nitride-Oxide-Silicon) non-volatile memory into a new technology that has
better features than the two standalone technics together. The internal full SRAM functionality
provides fast reads and writes executed with the same high speed, featuring however a built in
data protection as well. The internal architecture of combining the SRAM array and the FLASH
array, and the energy efficient STORE mechanism enable the device to transfer the whole SRAM
data to/from the non-volatile array in just one single step operation (8ms STORE / 10µs RECALL).
Since there is no wear out mechanism for write access the number of write cycles is unlimited and
continuous write is possible. Besides storing the SRAM data to the Flash area during normal
operation, the device can also execute a store operation on a power drop or at power down as
well. The energy is coming this case from a small storage capacitor.

Operation

Using of nvSRAM

From the external circuit the nvSRAM looks like a normal SRAM, processor or the controller could
communicate with it via SPI or parallel interface. However while SRAM can only read and write, the
nvSRAM can read, write , store and recall. Store and recall functions are used internally, between the
SRAM array and the non-volatile Flash array. When system power is on an internal reset command is
executed. The backup capacitor starts charging. The SRAM and the FLASH cells are arranged side by
side. When the power switches on, the RECALL command copies the contents of the non-volatile cells to
the SRAM cells, the system is ready for external access, reading or writing the SRAM cells via the SPI or
parallel interface. If software command is forcing a STORE command, the contents of the SRAM cells are
automatically copied into the Flash cells powered by the external power source Vcc (SOFTSTORE). When
this power is lost an internal STORE command is executed automatically (AUTOSTORE) similar to the
SOFTSTORE, but powered by one of the backup capacitances (also called POWERSTORE), which
could be either an external capacitor connected to the VCAP pin, the systems capacitance or an internal
capacitor. The STORE commands usually take 8 ms, which is comparable with an EEPROM or Flash
write cycle. The RECALL function is powered by Vcc, therefore its time consumption is in the µs range.
During the power is OFF, the nvSRAM works like a storage device, the Flash cells keep the data
available without external power.
During operation the device acts as a fast SRAM, its speed is much higher than EEPROM or flash
technology can provide. This is essential in heavily loaded microprocessor based data acquisition systems
like metering applications. In order to have the data integrity even in harsh environments , ANVO Systems
introduced the capability of secure read and write operations. The algorithm uses a checksum calculation
on data transfer that has been evaluated before read or write is accepted. This makes sure that data
integrity is not broken during storage.
Some of new features have been added by ANVO systems to the existing nvSRAM technology. Nonvolatile logging of the last successful write operation improves system recovery. The differential memory
cell  two storage element for each data bits  improve reliability, speed and stability. The page and block
roll over option makes it possible to continuously writing on one 64bit page, while a free 2 Byte non-volatile
register can be a solution for serial numbering.

The nvSRAM technology will provide data protection in case of sudden power failure and allow
recall data without power consumption. It also takes the advantages that traditional SRAM can
offer, like the high write speed, unlimited cycles, energy efficiency, non-destructive data read,
wear proofness, and simple access protocol. The new ANVO memory solutions are especially
suitable for applications such as smart metering, e-health, industrial control, home automation
as well as sports and fitness. The 100 year of non-volatile data retention makes the data safe
forever. While first ANVO-Systems' nvSRAM solutions ICs were available with a serial SPI
interface, now also parallel nvSRAM products with 25 nanosecond access time, unlimited
read- / write cycles, several store options as well as unique security features are available.
Please ask for further support at the author.
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Zoltan Kiss, Export Director, e-mail: z.kiss@endrich.com

Development of the machine tool
market in Turkey and Bulgaria
In 2021 the global machine tool market looks
quite different from the early forecasts made by
analysts during the previous decade. One of the
main reasons for this, among many other natural business causes, is a large-scale event of
international significance that no one could predict, giving rise to long-term consequences for
both the most advanced and the emerging
economies in the world. Undoubtedly, this is the
coronavirus pandemic, which rearranged the
global market and affected all industry sectors
in each and every country. Bulgaria and Turkey
are no exceptions. Having strong traditions in
the manufacture and trade of metalworking machines, these two countries are also facing the
challenge to restore the stability of their domestic markets and develop new strategies for the
foreign ones in order to return to their pre-pandemic economic sustainability. A number of limiting and stimulus factors are driving the current
development of this dynamic segment in the
two neighboring states. The ongoing technological evolution due to Industry 4.0 and the growing demand for automated machines and systems in more and more branches and enterprises (which in turn are also looking to invest
in highly efficient means to increase productivity and competitiveness) on a global scale is
among the leading drivers of the slow but
steady market recovery, noticed by analysts.

Global challenges and trends
Among the industries severely affected by the
COVID outbreak is the machinery sector and in
particular  the machine tools segment. After
2018, when the global machine tool market
reached an all-time high, followed quite a long
period of stagnation, numerous lockdowns at a
national level, closure of factories and plants and
termination of entire productions.
But the economic effects of this pervasive crisis are far from only negative, market studies indicate. Experts note that as a result of global
measures to prevent the spread of the outbreak,
many companies have restructured their production to meet current demand trends, increased
their level of digitalization and automation, and
continue to look for effective ways to turn eco-

nomic difficulties into competitive advantages.
Today market analysts begin to register the
first results of the continuous efforts to redirect
the potential of the industry to working models
that generate higher growth in sales of metalworking machines.
According to a recent research by Markets
and Markets, post COVID-19, the global machine tool market size is projected to reach USD
68,9 billion by 2021 from an estimated USD
65,6 billion in 2020, at a CAGR of 5,0%. Another survey, conducted by the same agency, adds
that the global machine tools market is projected to grow from USD 77,0 billion in 2019 to
USD 98,3 billion in 2027 at a CAGR of 3,2%
during the forecast period. The growing manufacturing industry and technological advancements in machine tools, such as multi axis and
robotic arms, are some of the major factors driving the growth of the machine tool industry globally, experts note.
Primary industry users like automotive, aerospace and defense, railways, capital goods, and
consumer durable sectors have a high demand
for machine tools. The automotive industry is
adopting the integration of technologies such as
AI, IOT, robotics, etc., which will serve the demands of the end users. The growth in different
vehicle segments across the globe is expected
to drive the demand for machine tools, the report further explains.

Innovation, digitalization
and smart industry developments
Investment in innovation in many parts of the
world continues to grow despite huge economic
and social losses, according to this years edition
of the Global Innovation Index, produced by the
World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
According to the Global Innovation Index 2021,
North America and Europe continue to dominate
innovation.
Bulgaria (35) this year climbs five places in
the ranking compared to 2019 and two places
compared to 2020. The country ranks second
among 34 middle-income countries and 23rd
among 39 economies in Europe.
Turkey ranks 41st. Together with Vietnam
and India, it is among the only three countries
that are systematically advancing and have the
potential to change the balance of power in the
field of innovation, WIPO experts comment.
The report Regional Circular Economy Status Quo  Bulgaria 2020, conducted under the
Interreg Europe programme, adds more information regarding the modernization in the sector,
oriented both to improvement of the market positions of the companies and to meeting the standards of circular economy.
In pursuit of sustainable change in the machine building industry in Bulgaria the companies are developing innovative solutions for
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SEE NEWS
Simtel Team to build turnkey
solar park in Giurgiu

Romanian engineering and technology company Simtel Team plans to develop a turnkey
photovoltaic park with a total installed capacity
between 40 and 60 MWp in the southern county of Giurgiu, following an investment of EUR 40
million. The photovoltaic park will generate between 52 000 MWh and 78 000 MWh annually and will be able to supply energy to over
14 000 households, Simtel Team announced in
a press release. This would result in a reduction
of carbon dioxide emissions by more than
67 000 tonnes per year. Simtel Team expects to
obtain all permits necessary for the park’s operations in the second half of 2022. According to its
estimates, the investment will be returned in five
to seven years. In order to build the park, the
company bought an industrial land plot of
837 866 sq m in Giurgiu for some EUR 800 000.
„We have all the resources to carry out such
a project due to the experience gained in the
turnkey construction of over 150 photovoltaic
projects for clients, ensuring total maintenance
in photovoltaic parks with an installed capacity of
over 125 MWp and maintenance only for inverters for over 70 photovoltaic power plants – CEF,
or approximately 300 MWp,“ said co-founder
and CEO of Simtel Team Iulian Nedea.

Hansgrohe to build EUR 85
million plant in Serbia

Photo: Hansgrohe

German sanitary fittings manufacturer Hansgrohe plans to build a EUR 85 million euro faucet
factory in Serbia’s Valjevo. The company will start
manufacture at the Valjevo factory in late 2023.
The plant will span over a 130 000 sq. metre site.
„We are creating additional capacity, especially targeting the European market, which will
allow us to be even closer to our customers. And
we are focusing on further growth,“ said Hans
Juergen Kalmbach, chairman of the Hansgrohe
executive board.
The Serbian government has signed an agreement to provide financial support for the construction of the factory, the Serbian president’s office
said in a separate statement last week. It will invest EUR 16 million to build a 2 km road that will
link the Valjevo – Lajkovac expressway to the Valjevo industrial zone, President Aleksandar Vucic
said in the statement. Hansgrohe will open 1000
job positions at the factory, Vucic also said.
16
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machine tools as well as for production processes. Digitalization of the industry is also very
important factor to increase the sustainability of
the sector. Circular models demonstrated by
the companies include technology and innovations powered by the evolution of Industry 4.0.
State-of-the-art technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and machine learning increase in accuracy of machine tool frames, the
usage of mechatronics and recycling of components and equipment, reverse logistics are supporting the circular economy practices, the
document says.
As an emerging economy, Turkey also aims
towards the development of more high-tech
products with high added value, shows the Turkeys Smart Manufacturing Roadmap. Whereas more economically advanced countries see
smart industry developments as an opportunity
to increase their competitiveness, for Turkey
they provide opportunities to increase the share
of high technology products in the total volume
of production. With a full application of Industry
4.0 concepts, the Turkish production industry is
expected to achieve a productivity growth between 5  15% in the upcoming years.

Machine tool market in Bulgaria
Bulgarias strategic geographic location in
Southeastern Europe and its European Union
(EU) membership provide locally-registered
companies with a market of more than 500 million potential clients, according to a current report by SeeNews  the business Intelligence
platform for Southeast Europe. The key advantages of the country and its machinery sector
include: well-educated, experienced and affordable workforce; existing infrastructure for the
needs of the machine building industry; easy
access to large markets such as EU, Russia
and the Middle East; proximity to the automobile clusters in Central and Eastern Europe;
significant number of technical universities and
colleges; transfer of know-how from major machine-building international companies, operating in the country; financing under EU structural funds, etc.
Bulgaria has a lengthy history and experience in the machinery sector, dating back to
1948, when the industry began to grow rapidly.
In the period 2000  2009 the machine building
sector marked a steady growth with major foreign companies entering the Bulgarian market.
The industry was hit by the global economic
downturn but in 2011 it started to recover with
foreign investments gathering pace, the
SeeNews report adds.
In 2017, the machinery sector generated total

revenue of BGN 3,282 billion, contributing nearly
4,0% to the country's gross domestic product.
The sector employed more than 30 000 people,
or almost 6,0% of the total for the manufacturing
industry, data shows.
The Manufacture of machinery and equipment sector in Bulgaria was represented by 984
companies at the end of 2017, compared to 972
in the previous year. Today most of the nearly
thousand companies in the industry are based in
the capital Sofia, followed by Plovdiv and Stara
Zagora, both in southern Bulgaria. As a whole,
Bulgaria exports machinery to 158 countries.
During the period 2013  2017, the number
of foreign companies on the Bulgarian market increased considerably, due to the favorable business conditions for the foreign investors in the
country. The Bulgarian machinery sector is export-oriented due to the weak local demand and
the high number of subsidiaries of foreign companies. The EU member states accounted for
74,2% of the Bulgarian machinery exports with
the main markets being Germany, Romania and
Italy, reports says.
According to the National Statistical Institute
(NSI), today the import-export assortment of Bulgaria in the segment of metalworking machines
includes the following subcategories:
l Metalworking machines, removing material
and operating by laser or other beams, ultrasound, electroerosion or similar methods; water
jet cutting machines;
l Machining centers, aggregate machines  single-position and multi-position, for metal processing;
l Lathes with metal removal;
l Drilling, scraping, milling or threading machines for metalworking;
l Machines for cutting, sharpening, grinding, polishing or other finishing operations for metalworking;
l Scraping, shaping, gouging, broaching, gearcutting and other metal-cutting machines;
l Machines (including presses) for winding,
bending or straightening metal;
l Machines (including presses) for drilling or
notching metal;
l Other metalworking machines operating without material removal;
l Parts and accessories for metalworking machines.
NSIs current reports show that the import and
export of machinery, equipment and vehicles, including machine tools, to and from third countries by sectors of the Standard Foreign Trade
Classification has increased significantly in the
period January  August 2021 compared to the
same period the previous year. Statistics say that
the export (FOB) in 2020 amounted to BGN

2052,9 million and to BGN 2459,8 million in 2021
which indicates a 19,8% rise. The import of the
same group of goods in 2020 amounts to BGN
2879,0 million and in 2021 its BGN 3708,2 million. Here the growth is even more pronounced 
as much as 28,8%. The data are an expression
of a stable positive trend of market recovery after
the COVID crisis, which is the result of purposeful joint efforts both at the national and at the industry level.

Turkey and its machine tool
market
Turkey is a natural land bridge, connecting
European, Middle Eastern, African, and Central
Asian markets, giving the country excellent geographical and economic advantages. This key
global position and its central location create an
efficient and cost-effective export hub and market for major trade partners.
According to Market Prospects  a knowledge
platform established for industry, dedicated to
providing all new knowledge about machine
tools, to find tight opportunities, the Turkish government actively encourages foreign export-oriented companies to engage in production activities in 19 free zones, 322 organized industrial
zones, and 56 technology development zones.
Automobile manufacturing, aerospace products, and general industrial equipment are
among the most significant branches of the engineering industry. These departments, together
with the subcontractors who supply them, constitute the customer base for machine tool supply.
Therefore, it is usually regarded as a strategic
department of a country.
The Turkish manufacturing market has many
advantages. The country is in an established
customs union with the European Union and has

signed free trade agreements with nearly 30
countries. The workforce is young and can speak
multiple languages. In addition, there is a continuous improvement of onshore and offshore logistics infrastructure. Plus, the domestic market
is relatively large, and the number of young middle-class people who use technology is constantly increasing.
The development of the Turkish machinery
industry began in the 1960s. Since the early
1990s, the Turkish machine tool industry has
been able to meet new market demands. During
this period Turkish machine tool manufacturers
have been working hard to produce better innovative machine tools with higher technology. At
present, Turkey relies on Turkish-made machine
tools, and is the 12th largest manufacturer
among the worlds 28 top machine tool manufacturers, global rankings show.
By 2019, the machinery manufacturing industry had already accounted for 4,5% of Tur-

keys overall manufacturing industry. It is now
able to produce machinery and high-quality parts
and accessories at competitive prices, with more
than 1000 manufacturers, Market Prospects further informs.
According to a report by the Ministry of Economy in the Republic of Turkey, today the Turkish
machine tools industry manufactures and exports various kinds of machine tools including;
CNC and conventional machining centers,
lathes, milling machines, grinding machines,
bending machines, bordering machines, honing
machines, presses, shears, press breaks, CNC
brakes, CNC cutting machines, profile cutting
machines, band saws, seaming machines, welding machines (MIG-MAG, TIG-WIG), planning
machines, thicknessing machines, rip saws, resawing machines, CNC/conventional gear hobbing machines, spindle molding machines, corner notchers, calibrating and polishing machines,
chamfering machines for stones, trimming ma-
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SEE NEWS
Serbia to sell petrochemicals
producer Petrohemija to NIS

Photo: HIP-Petrohemija

Serbia has officially started talks for the sale
of petrochemicals producer HIP-Petrohemija to
oil and gas company NIS a government official
announced. „The government made appropriate
decisions and we have officially started negotiations with NIS as a potential strategic partner,“
said Dragan Stevanovic, state secretary at the
economy ministry.
NIS placed the sole bid in a tender for a strategic partner in HIP-Petrohemija earlier this
month. The strategic partner intends to inject
EUR 150 million (USD 177 million) in the capital
of HIP-Petrohemija, acquiring a stake of up to
90% in the company’s capital.
„NIS has already accepted the commitments
in its offer, which is that in the next six years it
will invest 150 million euro in HIP-Petrohemija’s
plant, will build a polypropylene production plant
with a capacity of at least 140 000 tonnes per
year and will keep the optimal number of workers,“ Stevanovic added.

Clariant finishes construction
of cellulosic ethanol plant in
Romania

Photo: Clariant

Switzerland-based specialty chemicals company Clariant announced that it has completed
the construction of a cellulosic ethanol plant in
the southern Romanian county of Dolj. „The flagship plant will process approximately 250 000
tons of straw to produce nearly 50 000 tons of
cellulosic ethanol annually,“ the company said.
The investment also brings substantial economic benefits to the region and by locally sourcing feedstock, greenhouse gas emission reduction can be maximized. Also, additional business
opportunities will arise along the regional value
chain, Clariant said. Co-products produced by the
process will be used to generate renewable energy, making the plant independent of fossil energy sources. Therefore, the resulting cellulosic
ethanol is an almost carbon neutral second generation biofuel. Besides application as a drop-in
solution for fuel blending, this offers further
downstream application opportunities into biobased chemicals and for sustainable aviation fuel.
18
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chines for stones, splitting machines, log carriages, dust sucking machines, parts and components of machines tools (electronic components,
computer controls, CNCs, NCs, cam switches,
tool holders, chucks, load lifting magnets, magnetic chucks, mandrels, hydraulic cylinders and
spare parts, bar feeders for CNC lathes, tooling
dies, universal frames/cabinets, CNC cabinets,
work benches, material cabinets, tool cabinets
etc.) and other metal, stone, glass, wood and
plastic processing machines.
The Turkish machine tools industry exports a
large number of high-tech machining centers as
well as metal-forming type machine tools. Machine tools that are exported are mainly metalforming types.
The Turkish machine tools industry exports
its products to more than 150 countries worldwide. Among the main export destinations are
Germany, USA, Russian Federation, Poland, Italy, Spain, Algeria, Canada, France, Iran, Bulgaria and Saudi Arabia. Turkish machine tool
manufacturers keep a careful eye on international trends in manufacturing quality, safety and environmental practices.

Import and export statistics
According to customs import and export statistics, from January to November 2020, Taiwans exports to Turkey amounted to USD
970,18 million, an increase of 4,8% from USD
925,37 million in the same period in 2019. Of the
top five export products, only machinery showed
an increase in exports. Machinery products export value reached US 333,22 million, an increase of 55,3% from the export value of USD
214,48 million in the same period in 2019. This
was the main growth driver for Taiwans exports
to Turkey, published data shows.
In addition, according to the statistics made

by The Machine Tools Industrialists and Business Association (TÝAD), from 2015 to 2019 the
production and export of domestic machine tools
has gradually grown, showing that in Turkey, the
machine tool industry has gradually become internationally competitive.
According to market analyses, in the first
half of 2020, due to the impact of the COVID19 epidemic in Turkey, many factories stopped
working. The production and exports of domestic machine tools experienced a significant
decline of 1 to 20% compared with the same
period in 2019, while imports have shown
slight growth.
After factories gradually resumed work in
June 2020, the situation gradually improved in
the second half of the year. In the first half of
2020, the top 10 export markets for Turkish machine tools were mainly European and American countries. In the first half of 2020, Taiwan
took the lead in importing machine tools from
Turkey, accounting for 17% of Turkeys machine tool exports, followed by Germany (13%),
Japan (11%), Italy (11%), China (10%), and
South Korea (10%). In terms of Turkeys machine tool imports, Taiwans machine tool exports to Turkey in the first half of 2020 reached
USD 78,35 million, an increase of 35% over the
same period in 2019, surpassing Germany to
become Turkeys largest source of machine tool
imports, reports show.
The Turkish government has set an aggressive goal to develop the country into an economy with a gross domestic product (GDP) of
USD 2 trillion by 2023. The continuous development of the Turkish economy and the rapid
improvement of transportation have attracted
international manufacturers interested in relocating production activities to the local area for
development.

Automotive industry in Bosnia & Herzegovina
Similarly to other countries in the region, Bosnia and Herzegovinas automotive industry is
based on a long tradition dating back to the times
of ex-Yugoslavia. Its early days are connected to
special-purpose industry (military vehicles),
which was later extended to include a civilian program. At the time, the most important enterprise
was Pobjeda, Tesanj, founded in 1954, along
with other companies that pursued production of
parts and components for common automotive
industry (Zastava, TAM, FAP, IMT, Duro Dakovic, etc.). Many enterprises ceased to exist during
the 1991  2000 period, while others continued
production for the international market. Since
2000, a number of new enterprises manufacturing parts and components for the automotive industry emerged, in addition to a limited number
of enterprises that have undergone privatisation
and managed to survive. Today, BiHs automotive sector includes some 30 medium size and
large enterprises in the branch, and some 40 automotive companies that may be classified as
small-size companies.
According to a 2019 report by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), since 2011, the export-oriented BiH automotive sector has grown significantly, and is quickly becoming the leading
branch of the countrys metal processing industry. There might not be a large number of companies, but those that operate in this sector are
some of the fastest growing and best developed
in terms of technology, management and organisation.
Bosnia and Herzegovina has a favourable
geographical location in the Southeast Europe
region being close to many European automakers. It still has a relatively inexpensive workforce
and energy inputs compared to the most of the
Central Europe countries. Many companies operating in the sector are small and therefore flexible in terms of their products and production facilities. The extent of customisation of their products is also sufficient to satisfy the needs of many
clients. Delivery is rather fast due to flexibility and
vicinity to buyers markets.
There are however, many limitations that the
BiH business climate poses for attraction of investments. Although subsidies are provided from
the country and entity levels, the extent of foreign investments to BiH automotive sector continues to be far below its potential. This may considerably affect BiH competitiveness compared
to the other countries, even if compared with
those in its region, such as Serbia and North
Macedonia, who offer far more benefits for in-

vestors in many industrial areas, including the
automotive industry.
BiHs automotive companies primarily supply
the parts and components for European Tier 1
and Tier 2 suppliers. Parts and components produced in BiH include: seats, wheel components,
ICE engine components, exhaust systems, cabins, cables, electric vehicle parts, parts for starting systems, plastic, metal and rubber parts, as
well as plastic deformation tools. Several companies produce parts and components for machines used in automotive industry.

Companies in the sector
As of 2019, BiHs automotive landscape consisted of 67 active companies, operating fully or
partially, as producers of parts and components.
This number includes all companies representing automotive suppliers, provided their share in
the automotive sector is not insignificant.
These companies employed approximately
11 thousand persons. Between 2016 and 2018,
the number of employees grew by some 2,4
thousand (29%). The revenues of these companies amounted to KM 1,7 billion in 2018, with average net profit margin of some 8,46%. The total
assets amounted to KM 2,1 billion (in 2018),
while the investments in 2016  2018 period exceeded KM 340 million.
According to BiHs official company size classification, over 50% of the country's automotive
enterprises may be classified as large companies, while small and medium-sized companies
are almost equally represented. Although the
majority of BH automotive companies (26) em-

ploy less than 50 employees, 18 of them employ
more than 250 persons, and this makes them
important economic pillars in their respective regions.
Most of the companies are almost exclusively
export-oriented, with an export share of over
80%. Important export markets include: Germany, Austria, Croatia, the Netherlands, Czech Republic, Luxemburg, Hungary, Slovenia, Italy,
Spain, and Slovakia, as EU members; as well as
Turkey, being the most important trade partner
outside the EU. The regions with strong concentration of automotive companies in BiH are as
follows: Jelah  Tesanj  Gradacac (North-East),
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Banja Luka  Laktasi (North-West), Mostar 
Siroki Brijeg (South), and Sarajevo  Gorazde
(East).
As for their technological level, 59% of BiH
automotive companies are below average, 28%
average, while 13% have above-average technological competence index. In regards to the
quality standards, 30% of the 67 companies are
IATF-certified (Automotive Quality Management
System), and 76% have introduced ISO 9001
quality standard. Over 95% of the BiH automotive companies fall under the group of component specialists, according to the redesigned role
in the automotive value chain and this indicates
their dependence to developments in the European and therefore global automotive market.
The new companies in the industry account
for one quarter of the 67 BiH automotive enterprises. The strong potential of the automotive
sector for leveraging new business opportunities
is obvious due to the fact that several established
companies operating in other sectors have considered entering the automotive industry. These
newcomers primarily intend to pursue business
operations in automotive design, development of
electrical vehicles and their components, and
application of software solutions in the automotive sector.

Opportunities and challenges
The global automotive industry will undergo
significant changes due to several new trends on
the market. Some of those technology trends are
aimed at the automotive industry in particular,
while others are relevant for all sectors. It is expected that all of them will impact both BiHs and
the regions automotive industry. Data shows that
the presence of global automotive industry in the
region is not very strong. Currently, Tier 3 suppliers that process raw materials are strongly represented. But the industry is changing rapidly and
it becomes visible on BiH market as well. The
local market companies are of medium and small
20
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size, but in the upcoming years this will be their
biggest advantage. According to PwCs analysis
being able to deliver high quality products and
remaining flexible to the changing customer
needs will be something that the most of the large
automotive players will desperately look for and
this constitutes a huge opportunity for local BiH
companies.
It has to be noted that new megatrends will
also gradually shift the focus from classic suppliers of predominantly metal and plastics components to the more ICT-like companies able to
quickly implement new technological solutions
in the sector. This is particularly valid for the
growing market of autonomous and connected
vehicles, where the rapid development of new
automotive technologies will require swift adjustment to technological changes. The big automotive companies have become aware that
they are too slow to timely apply the new technological solutions. This is the reason why they
are turning to smaller, high-tech companies,
who are able to respond quicker to swift technology changes, and are willing to outsource
the applied research work and share R&D budgets.
Depending on their position and prospects in
terms of identified global automotive industry
trends, the BiH automotive sector companies are
divided three groups: those whose production
programs are not directly threatened by new
trends (around 31 enterprises); those who are,
to some extent, threatened, by new industry developments (also around 30); and those whose
production programs could be exposed to the
anticipated changes (around 6 companies).
Overall, BiHs automotive industry is well positioned on the regional and the European market. With 11 000 employees, more than 60 companies operating in the sector and strong share
in the national exports, it is one of the most advanced parts of the countrys economy. Some of
the companies in the sector are the branches of

international corporations, and this allows them
quality monitoring and swift adjustment of their
technological setting to new trends. BiHs automotive companies use a variety of production
technologies and this facilitates adjustment to the
changing needs in the industry.
Generally, automotive companies in Bosnia
and Herzegovina (particularly the largest ones)
are well prepared to face the future challenges,
states PwCs report. They carefully observe developments in the automotive suppliers components markets in an effort to adjust in time and
keep their relevancy and competitiveness. Information on future trends and the latest market developments is obtained from their parent companies, buyers and suppliers, and through participation in trade fairs.
Being aware of the new trends and potential
subsequent changes, BiH companies choose
their own ways to adapt and stay relevant. They
may not be overly concerned with the extent of
anticipated changes, but they are trying to adjust
their approach to their human and financial capabilities.
However, companies in the sector are exposed to obvious limitations and threats in regard to the workforce (skills and availability),
technological background (low technological
base), lack of their own R&D facilities, low level
of digitalisation and automation, limitations in certification and modest investments in marketing
activities. Overcoming these challenges may
prove to be difficult for single companies. Measures that can and should be implemented by
the groups of companies, or even by the sector
as a whole, include: joint R&D projects; addressing the educational gap by taking an active role
in shaping the school/university curricula; developing internship programs to help build the necessary competencies. All of these can be coordinated by industry associations, chamber of commerce or other government organizations. It is
also worth noting that the level of R&D and technology investments that is required poses a major challenge especially for small and mediumsized companies. Introduction of targeted tax relief systems or providing other means of financial
support may be vital factors that will allow BiHs
automotive industry to leverage available opportunities.
The 4 major megatrends in the automotive
sector: electrified vehicles, autonomous vehicles,
shared economy and connected vehicles  give
rise to development opportunities in many fields,
for example batteries, fast charging technology,
hydrogen fuel cells, hybrid vehicles, sensors,
connectivity, low mass components, integrations,
applied research funding, new exploitation models, etc. BiHs automotive producers that successfully anticipate future demands and desires
will certainly take the lead in the industry.

EUR 5 million loan to boost competitiveness
of small businesses in Serbia
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) is extending a EUR 5 million loan to Erste Bank Serbia to support the competitiveness of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the country. The
funding is aimed at supporting local small businesses to reach best industry
standards and implement European Union (EU) directives. The goal is to
encourage SMEs to invest in upgrades in three key areas: environmental
protection, health and safety and product quality.
Participating SMEs will also be granted access to tailor-made advice and
know-how for introducing and implementing standards and directives to
make them more competitive in EU markets. They will also benefit from
grant incentives worth up to 15% of the total loan amount on successful
project completion. Advisory support and grants are both funded by the European Union.
The credit line is part of a wider EBRD-EU initiative, which encourages
SMEs across the Western Balkans to invest in projects that improve their
competitiveness in local and external markets. The programme is implemented in cooperation with the Ministry of Economy of Serbia. In close
coordination with the Ministry of Economy, the European Union has approved an additional EUR 10 million in Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (IPA) funding for the EBRDs SME Competitiveness Programme
in the country.
We are very pleased to step up our support for SMEs in Serbia together with our long-standing partner Erste Bank Serbia. The new funding will
facilitate access to well-structured finance for small businesses, helping
them to become more competitive and allow them to integrate better into
regional and European value chains, said Aleksandra Vukosavljevic,

EBRD Director, Financial Institutions, Western Balkans and Eastern Europe.
Small and medium-sized enterprises are the growth engine of economic
development and therefore we are very glad that, thanks to the partnership
with the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, we will be
able to provide them with easier access to finance in order to improve their
business. Funds from this credit line are intended for existing and potential
clients who want to harmonize their products and services with the standards of the European Union and implement EU directives, which will enable them to be competitive in that market as well, stated Slavko Caric,
Chairman of the Executive Board of Erste Bank Serbia.

BiH city pledges to join EBRD’s urban
sustainability programme
Bosnia and Herzegovinas Brcko city is pledging to join the European
Bank for Reconstruction and Developments (EBRD) fast-expanding EUR
3 billion urban sustainability programme EBRD Green Cities. The district
in the north of the country faces significant environmental challenges which
the programme will aid in addressing. Brcko Districts mayor Esed Kadric
and EBRDs Head of Bosnia and Herzegovina Manuela Naessl signed a
memorandum of understanding, which facilitates the cooperation between
the district and the Bank in the field of urban sustainable infrastructure
investments. The programme already features more than 50 cities across
the regions where the Bank invests. It is especially strong in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, where Banja Luka, Sarajevo and Zenica already signed up
to it.
The environmental challenges in Bosnia and Herzegovina are significant and include high air pollution, low energy and water efficiency as well
as a lack of public transport options. We are glad that we are already working with several municipalities and cantons to address some of these issues.
EBRD Green Cities offers tangible support to cities to improve their environmental performance and at the same time also improve the quality of peoples lives. We are very happy that Brcko will soon benefit from this programme too, said Ms Naessl.
For a start the EBRD will work with Brcko on identifying sustainable investments, which will involve areas such as solid waste management, water
and wastewater, urban transport, district heating and the energy efficiency

of public buildings. Identifying priority investments and the development of
an action plan for Brcko is supported with donor funds from Austria and Italy.
A trigger investment in Brcko is the planned construction of a main water
transmission pipeline. It will regulate water pressure across the urban area
and bring better quality water service to the citys inhabitants, while reducing
water losses and saving energy. The city hopes to complete the financing
for this project in 2021.
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The die casting sector to gather at
EUROGUSS 2022
The international exhibition for die casting, processes and products EUROGUSS will take place in Nuremberg from 18 to 20 January 2022. Around
three months before the start of the event, the stand space already booked
is more than 90% of the 2020 display area. Machinery and equipment, processes, toolmaking and mould fabrication, foundries and associated technologies will be showcased in the four halls. The trade fair is complemented
by an extensive supporting programme that features competitions, presentations, and the German Die Casting Congress.
The very high level of registrations shows just how much the die casting
community is looking forward to finally meeting one another and interacting
in person again at EUROGUSS. I am especially pleased that a lot of wellknown exhibitors have increased their stand space yet again compared with
2020. EUROGUSS offers visitors and exhibitors alike the ideal conditions
for safe in-person networking, says Christopher Boss, Director EUROGUSS
at NuernbergMesse.
Apart from Germany, the countries with the largest exhibitor contingents
include Italy, Turkey, Spain and Austria. Overall, around 60% of all exhibitors
come to Nuremberg primarily from other European countries. In addition, several pavilions have already been announced. For example, the Italian foundry
association AMAFOND is organising an exhibition of the Italian die casting
industry on a display area of around 600 square metres. Other pavilions will
put the spotlight on surface technology and additive manufacturing. There will
also be special display areas for research and educational institutions, and
government-subsidised stands for young companies and start-ups.
For the first time in 2022 the European Die Casting Award is being pre-
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sented by the VDD (Association of German Die Casting Foundries) and
EUROGUSS. It will honour some of the outstanding achievements in the
sector  diverse applications, innovative strength, high quality and capabilities of die casting as a forming process using the materials aluminium, magnesium and zinc. The supporting programme for EUROGUSS goes into
various issues in more depth and explores the current hot topics in the industry. On the first day of the event on 18 January, for example, a discussion panel will be held on the two relevant issues of additive manufacturing
and digitalisation in the die casting sector. It will give interested participants
the chance to find out about the opportunities and challenges of these technologies and discuss them with experts.

Environmental industry met at IFAT
Eurasia 2021 in Istanbul
From 21 to 23 October 2021 participants in IFAT Eurasia in Istanbul were
able to enjoy an extensive range of environmental solutions covering the
areas of waste management and recycling, water/sewage technologies and
municipal vehicles. This year, there was a special focus on combating the
impending environmental disaster in the Sea of Marmara, where algae slime
blankets on a historic scale have formed over the summer. Turkey plans to
implement countermeasures with a government action program and, above
all, upgrade the wastewater treatment plants around the inland sea, as the
majority of the sewage produced by Istanbuls 16 million inhabitants is currently discharged in it after pretreatment. Existing and newly built wastewater treatment plants are to be equipped with biological wastewater treatment
in the next three years.
After we had to postpone IFAT Eurasia due to the pandemic, our customers and partners were looking forward to meeting face to face again and
expanding their network, explained Katharina Schlegel, Exhibition Director
IFAT Trade Fairs Abroad at Messe Muenchen.
After a long break, we are pleased to be able to once again present our
solutions in the field of wastewater treatment  which has been given such
high priority, at IFAT Eurasia. It is especially the international significance of
this trade fair that makes the participation indispensable for us, explained
Rainer Heichel, Key Account Manager at KLARO.
By participating in IFAT Eurasia  one of the most interesting environmental trade fairs in the region, we get a mix of good discussions and contacts to put us in an excellent position in the field of environmental protection
in the future. Especially after such a debilitating pandemic period, this is a
22
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kind of reset, noted Tim Theiss, Senior Manager Business Development at
NUKEM Technologies Engineering Services.
Over 80 exhibitors took part in the trade fair. Among them were international industry giants such as Asos, Benli, Disan, DKY, Hach Lange, Ideal
Makina, Oz-Kann, Polat, Teksin, Tomra and Waterland. Germany, Austria,
Photo: Reed Tuyap Fairs
and Switzerland were represented with joint pavilions.
In addition, there was an extensive digital offering, including networking
opportunities, B2B meetings and virtual presentations by exhibitors, which
complemented the on-site event in Istanbul. Participants could use the platform, for example, to gain an overview of companies, products and services,
industry sectors, job opportunities and general industry developments.

edition of Plast Eurasia to be held
in December
Photo: TUYAP
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The 30th edition of Plast Eurasia Istanbul
2021  the largest plastics industry fair held every year in Europe, will be held by TUYAP in cooperation with the Turkish Plastics Industry
Foundation (PAGEV) between 1 and 4 December in Tuyap Fair Convention and Congress
Center, Istanbul. Exhibitors at the fair will have
the opportunity to expand their business network
and customer portfolio and gain access to new
markets by meeting decision makers from the
Balkans, Eastern and Western Europe, Western
and Central Asia, Middle East and Africa. The
event will also provide options for strengthening
brand awareness and brand image, as well as
meeting producers, manufacturers, raw materials suppliers, distributors, wholesalers and dealers.
The scope of the fair encompasses several
major areas  plastic machinery, machinery subindustry and intermediate goods industry, cooling systems, heat and control devices, recycling,
hydraulic and pneumatic equipment, raw materials and chemicals. Visitors of Plast Eurasia 2021
will be able to get themselves acquainted with
the latest technological trends in plastic injection
machines, blowing machines, cable roll forming

and pipe extrusion equipment, plastic film machines, plastic bag cutting machines, thermoforming machines, rubber injection machines,
extruders, industrial robots, raw material mixers,
dosing units, etc. A wide range of innovative engineering plastics, colorants, inks, pigments, solvents, resins, adhesives and PVC additives
would also be presented at the event.
Visitors profile covers representatives of the
plastics industry, packaging sector, equipment
manufacturers, recycling companies, consulting
firms, advertising sector, educational Institutions
and organizations. At Plast Eurasia Istanbul 2021
they will get the chance to meet around 1100 companies and company representatives from over 40
countries, discover the latest innovations in the industry, see the wide range of products in one platform, and do business with the companies operating in the different fields of the plastic industry.
The previous edition of Plast Eurasia Istanbul,
held in 2019, brought together 1085 companies
and company representatives from 40 countries
and 52 361 professional visitors from 106 countries. The fair hosted procurement committees
from America, Algeria, Austria, Azerbaijan, Bahrain, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria,

Canada, China, Croatia, Egypt, Finland, France,
Georgia, Germany, Iran, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Jordan,
Kosovo, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Macedonia,
Moldova, Morocco, Oman, Palestine, Poland, Romania, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, Tajikistan, The Netherlands, Tunisia, Ukraine, The United Arab Emirates, Uzbekistan and Sudan in support of Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Trade and Tuyap Overseas offices.
The past 29 years have brought remarkable
progress of the event and wider industry. Upholding the trust of the industry, Plast Eurasia Istanbul will continue leading the development of
Turkish plastics industry and build a one-stop
global trading platform in 2021 as well, say organizers TUYAP. They also point out that the
health and well-being of the
exhibitors,
visitors,
Photo:
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employees, and all their business partners are
always a priority. For this reason they closely
monitor the developments of the novel coronavirus outbreak and implement measures limiting
the spread of the virus, including paying extra
attention to the cleaning of frequently touched
surfaces and objects, providing disinfectants and
sterilization materials for general use and installing hygiene stations for use in public areas.
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